










STRONG UNICITY IN NONLINEAR APPROXIMATION
I
AND FREE KNOT SPLINES
G. Nürnberger
Abstract
We give a neeessary alternation eondition for unigue loeal best approximation
fromSm,k, the set of splines of degree m with k free knots. This result is related to
a eonjeeture of 1.L. Sehumaker. Moreover, we give l eharacterization of functions
from the interior of the strong unicity set for S:n,k,lthe set of splines of degree m
with k free simple knots, and show that this set is dense in the unieity set. Then
we give a general eharacterization of suns for stroJg unicity and show that S:n k
is a set of this type, although it is not a sun. '
AMS c1assification: 41A15, 41A50, 41A52
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Best uniform approximation by Sm,k, the set of splines <jlfdegree m with k free knots, is a
highly nonlinear problem. In this paper we investigate ~niqueness problems in connection
with the structure of Sm k and of general nonlinear famili!es., I
In Section 1we give a necessary alternation condition fbr unique local best approximations
I
from Sm,k (Theorem 1.1). Schumaker [21] conjectured ~hat for each function f in C[a,b]'
,
there exists a best approximation S f from Sm,k such th~t f - S f has at least m + 2k + 2
alternating extreme points. Later in [22],he gave a counkerexample. Our result shows that
I .
Schumaker's conjecture holds for the case when f has alunique (Iocal) best approximation
with k simple knots (Corollary 1.2).
In [15]we gave an alternation characterization of strohgly unique best approximations in
S:n,k' the set of splines of degree m with k free knots. By applying this resultand Theorem 1.1
we show that the strong unicity set is a dense subset of the unicity set for S~,k (Theorem 1.5).
Moreover, we give an alternation characterization of the functions from the interior of the
strong unicity set for S~,k (Theorem 1.4).
In Section 2 we investigate the structure of S~,k. The known results on the structure of
Sm,k and S~,k are negative. These sets are not suns; localand global best approximations are
not the same; and best approximations cannot be characterized by alternation properties for
the linear tangent space - in contrast e.g. to rational app~oximation (seee.g. Schumaker [21],
Braess [3]' [4]). We show that all these properties hold ~fwe consider the dass of strongly
unique best approximations from S~ k (m ~ 2). In particular, S:n k is a sun for strong, I '
unicity, although it is not a sun. In this context we give a result on arbitrary nonlinear
I
families: A nonlinear family is a sun for strong unicity if and only if local and global strongly
I
I
unique best approximations coincide, respectively strong;Iyunique best approximations can
be characterized by alternation properties for the linear tangent space (Theorem 2.2). We
finally note that the set S:n k which plays an important role in our investigations is a dense
open subset of Sm,k. Some ~f the results in this paper wlre announced in [14].
2
1. Splines with Free Knots
The space of all r-times continously differentable real-valued functions on an interval [a, b]
is denoted by cr[a, b]. Let points a = Xo < Xl < ... < tr < xr+1 = band integers m ~ 1,
1 ~ mi ~ m + 1, i = 1, ... , r, be given. We denote bySm ~~~:::::~Jthe space of polynomial
splines of degree m with r fixed knots X}, ... , Xr of mul~iplicities ml,"', mr, and by Sm,k
the set of polynomial splines of degree m with k freJ (multiple) knots, where k > 1
I -
i
(see e.g. Braess [4], Nürnberger [16], Schumaker [23]). Here we use the convention that a
I
spline has a knot of multiplicity m + 1 if for this spline no continuity is required at the knot.,
We investigate best approximation in the uniform norm 'lIhll= sup Ih(t)1 (h E C[a,b]). A
i tE[a,b]
function sI E Sm,k is called unique local best approxifation of fE C[a,b] from Sm,k if
there exists an c > 0 such that for all S E U(sj,c) = {s ~ Sm,k Ills - sill ~ c}, s ::J: sj, we
have I
Ilf - sll > IIf - sill .
We call points a ~ tl < ... < tp ~ b alternating extreme points of a function h E C[a, b] if
there exists a sign (J E {-1, 1}such that
. (J(-1)ih(ti)=lIhll ,i=1, ... ,p.
The number of alternating points ofh on a subinterval [cjd) of[., b] is denoted by A( h l 1[<.<1'
First, we give a necessary alternation condition for unibue local best approximations from
Sm,k. We note that tangent methods which are applied in lhe description of best and strongly





Theorem 1.1 Let afunction fE C[a,b] and a spline sI E Sm(~~:::::~JnCI[a,b]\Sm,k-1 be
given, where k = t mi. M oreover, let a < YI ~ • .. ~ ylk < b be the knots of sI counting
i=l
each knot Xi (mi + 1)-times, i = 1, ... , r, and let Y-m < '" < Y-I < Yo = a, b = Yr+k+I <
Yr+k+2 < ... < Yr+k+m+1 be arbitrary points. If sI is a unique local best approximation of f
from Sm,k, then for every interval [Yi, Yi+m+j] C [Y-m, yJk+m+1], j ~1, we have
AU - sI ll(Y"YHmHI ;., j ~I.
Proof: Suppose that there exists an interval [Yi, Yi+m+j] such that
I .
AU - sl)I[Y;,Y;+m+;] = d ~ J.
I
.'
We will show that there exists a sequence (Sn) C Sm.k sluch that Sn t= SI for all n, Sn -+ SI
and 111 - Snll :$ 111 - sIll, Le. SI is not a unique locallbest approximation of 1 from Sm.k.
This is done as follows. There exist unique sets T}, ... , Td such that .
d
EU - sI) n [Yi,Yi+m+j] = U T~
~=l
and for all J.L E {I, ... , d - I}, t~E T~and t~+l E T~+l, we have t~< t~+l and
I
I
(J(i~) - Sf(t~)) . (J(t~+l) - sf(r~+d) < 0 .
i
I
We choose arbitrary points tl < ... < td-l such that fot all p. E {l, ... ,d - I}, ~ E T~and
t~+l E T~+l' we have t~< t~ < t~+l' First, we show that we may assume that
j ~2, AU - sf )1[Yi.Yi+m+j) = j and every interval )
c .
(Y~, Y~+m+v );e(Yi, Yi+m+j), v ~ 1 ,
contains at least v points from {t},... ,tj-l}. .
(3)
We only consider the case j ~2, since the case j = 1 is similar and even simpler. Now,
if there exists an interval (Y~HY~+m+v) as in (3) with less than v points from {t}, ... ,td-t},
then by definition of the sets T~ and the points t~ we h~ve
,
I
Then we consider [y~, YIJ+m+v] instead of [Yi,Yi+m+j]; and go to further subintervals, if
I
necessary. This process ends after finitely many step~. Therefore, we may assume that
I
I
(3) holds, except that we may have I
I
AU - sf)I[Yi.Yi+m+j) :$ ~,
i.e. d $ j. But, ,incu (y;, Y;+m+ ;-1) contain, at least!j - 1 point, horn {t" ... ,t'-I}' it
follows that d ~ j which implies d = j. This shows that we mayassume that (3) holds.
Next, we set
S = {s E Sm(Z}, ... , zr) I S = 0 on [n,b]\(Yi,Yi+m+j)} .
ml +1,....•mr+1
Moreover, we define




and denote by Km[z}, ... , Zl+b t] the divided difference of order 1ofthe function Z -+ Km(z, t)
I
with respect to the points ZI,"', z/+l. It is well knowni that
S = span {B)" , ... ,B:+L },
where for all J.l E {i, ... , i+ j - 1},
B;(t) = (_l)m+l Km[Y~Il".', Y~+m+l, t]
!
I
is the B-spline of degree m associated with the knots Y~ ~ ... ~ YI'+m+}, and that S is a j-
dimensional weak Chebyshev subspace of G[a, b] (see e.g. Nürnberger [16], Schumaker [23]).
Now, it follows from Jones & Karlovitz [9] (see also Detitsch, Nürnberger & Singer [6]) that
i+j-l I
there exists a nontrivial function s = :L al'BZ' E S s~ch that
.+1 .=i I
(-1) s(t)~O , tE[t~_I,tl']n[a,b], J.l=l, .•• ,j, (4)
where ta = Yi and tj = Yi+m+j. Obviously, we have
s(tl') = 0, J.l = 1,... ,j -1.
I
I
Let any point t E (Yi, Yi+m+j) \ {t ••... , tj -1} be given.llt follows !rom (3) that the points
t}, ... , tj-I, t satisfy the Schoenberg- Whitney-condition with respect to the basis Br, ... , B;+j_l'
Le. the determinant D (B[:::::~~j.tl) :f: 0 (see e.g. NüJnberger [16]). Since s :f: 0, it follows
that s(t) :f: O .. Therefore, it follows from (4) that
(-l)J'+IS(t) > 0 , tE (tl'_},tl')n [al,b], J.l = 1, ... ,j,
I
Le. s changes sign at the points tl, ... , tj-l.
(5)
We now perturb the points from {y., ... , Yi+m+j} n (a, b) and denote the resulting points by
Yi,~, ... , Yi+m+j,~. This is done as folIows. Let .
I
{xp, ••• , xp+q} = {yi, ... , Yi+J+j} n (a,b)
soch that ". < ... < ".+.. Let, = ('., ... ,,_) bJ giveo, where '., ... , ' •.•• > O. We
associate to each number CI' a sign U~ E {-1, 1}, J.l = p, ... ,p + q. For J.l E {p, ... ,p + q},
we count each point xI' ml'-times and add a furt her point x~ + ul'cW Moreover, we add the




SE = L aJJB;;:E'
JJ=i
where for all J.t E {i, ... , i + j - I},
B;;:E(t) = (_1)m+1Km[YJJ,E, ••• ,YJJ+m+l.E,t]
is the B-spline of degree m assod.ted with knots Y.,' :<; l..:<; Y.+m+1," Since
~~(Y;, ••... , YHm+i,') = (Y', . TY'+m+i)
and since the B-splines Br, ... , BI+i-l are continuous, it follows that for all J.t E {i, ... , i +
m+j},
which implies
lim IIs - sEil = o. . (6)
E-+O I
Let a sufficiently large natural number n be given. We wJ show that there exists a sufficiently
small c(n) such that
1
Sn = Sj + ;S~n) E Sm,lC.
First, we set
ZJJ,v = xJJ , v = 1,... ,mJJ + 1, P.= 1,... ,T.
Then S j can be written as
m r m,..
Sj(t) = L bJJtJJ+ L L bJJ.vKm[zJJ~I, .•• , zJJ.v, t] .
JJ=O JJ=1 1,1=1
Moreover, S can be written as
p+q m,..+1
s(t) =L L CJJ•vKm[zJJ.1l •• 1, ZJJ.v, t]
JJ=p 1,1=1
and SE can be written as
where
ZJJ,E= xJJ + uCJJ , J.t = p, ... p + q.
6
Note, that Cj.L,v,~ ~ cj.L,V and
for E ~ O. Let IL E {p, ... ,p + q} be given. By definition we have
Km [Z/S,}, ••• , Z/S,mJ.l' Z/S,~' t) = I
Km [Z/S,I, ••• , Z/S,mJ.l' t) - Km [Z/S,2,i" •• , Z/S,mJ.l' Z/S,~' t)
Z - Z Ij.L,mJ.l /S,~ I
= Km [Zj.L,I, ••• , Zj.L,mJ.l' t) - Km [Z/S,2, I... , Zj.L,mJ.l' Z/S,~' t)
-O'/SE/S I
Now, let a sufficiently large n be given. We may choos1 E(n) = (E~n), ••• , E~~q) sufficiently
small and appropriate signs u~n) , ••. , U~q such that ror r p E {p, ... , p + q},
~ (Cj.L,mJ.l,~(n) - ~c/S,mJ.l+l,~(n) ~ = -b/S,mJ.l • (7)
O'j.LE/S Y
We note that for all pE {p, ... ,p + q}, c/S,mJ.l+l,~(n)::J J. This follows from the fact S~n) is
from the j-dimensional weak Chebyshev space
S~(n) = span{B;::(n),"', B~j_1,~(n)}
and has j - 1 sign changes, since S has j - 1 sign chlges. If CH m +1 ~(n) = 0 for someI . ,., J.l ,
IL E {p, ... ,p +q}, then S~(n) would be from a weak Chebyshev space of dimension less
I,
than j and would have at most j - 2 sign changes. Fiinally, it follows from (7) that for
all IL E {p, ... , p + q}, the spline Sn has a knot of multiplicity m/S - 1 at X j.L and a knot
of multiplicity one at XIS + O'j.LEj.L' This implies that Sn: E Sm,k for all n. Since S changes
,
sign at the points t}, ••• , tj-I, for sufficiently small E, the spline s~ changes sign at points
t1,~, ••• , tj-1,~ such that
lim It/S - t/S,~I = 0 , IL = 1, .1
1




Therefore, S~ E S~ has no furt her sign change which imppes knot






By the choice of the points t1,' .. , tj-1 and by (8), there exists a constant e > 0 and a sign
(j E {-1, 1} such that
(j(-l)IL(f(t)~Sj(t))~II/-sjll-e , tE [tlL-1,e,tlL,e]n[a,b] , p,=l, ... ,j. (11)
We may assnme that q = I. Then it followsfrom (9) aul (11) that for snfficiently large n,
p, E {1, ... ,j} and t E [tlL-1,e(n), tlL,e(n)] n [a, b],
-111 - sjll ~ (-l)IL(f(t) - Sj(t))




< 111 - sjll- e+ -IISe<n)11n
< 111 - sjll.
Then it follows from (10) that 111 - snll ~ 111 - sjll. FimUly, it follows from (6) that
lim IIsl - snll= lim ~lIs.J1I = O.
n-+oo n-+oo n
This proves Theorem 1.1.
Schumaker [21] conjectured that for each 1E e[a,b], there exists a best approximation
I .
Sj E Sm,k such that A(f -Sj )1 [a,bj ~ m+2k+2. Later in ~22],he gave a counterexample. The
following result which follows directly from Theorem 1.1 shows that Schumaker's conjectur~_
is true for unique (local) best approximations in
Corollary 1.2
Sj E S:n k' then,
S?,.,. = {s E Sm,>\Sm,.-1 I s has k 1imPleknots).
1/ 1 E e[a,b] has a unique (local) best approximation Sj Irom Sm,k with
A(f-Sj)l[a,b) ~ m+2kt2.
We can compare Theorem 1.1 with known results on Jtrong unicity. A function Sj E Sm,k
is ealled strongly unique best approximation of f ~C(a,bJ from Sm,' if there exists a
constant Kj > 0 such that for all S E Sm,k,
111 - sli ~ 111 - sjll + Kjlls 1- sjll.
I
It was proved in Nürnberger [15] that a necessary condition for strongly unique local best
I
approximations is given by replacing the closed interval in (1) by the open interval.
8
Moreover, condition (1) for open intervals is a sufficient condition far strongly unique
best approximations if the knots of the best spline apprlximation are counted with double
I
multiplicity. Therefore, in the case of simple knots, the following alternation characterization
holds which we use in the sub sequent investigations.
Theorem 1.3 Let f E C[a,b], m ~ 2 and Sj E Sm(xt:::ik)\Sm,k-l be given.
M oreover, let a < Yl ~ ••. ~ Y2k < b be the knots of Isj, counting each knot twice, and
let Y-m < ... < Y-l < Yo = a, b = Y2k+1 < Y2k+2 < .!.. < Y2k+m+1' Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) Sj is a strongly unique best approximation of f from !5'm,k.
(ii) For every interual (y" Ym+'+j) C (Y-m, 1hHm+tl, j 11, we haue
. A(j - sI )I(","+-+j) ~ r + 1.
It was shown by Braess [3] that best approximations from Sm,k cannot be characterized by
alternation properties. A first alternation characterizationl of a subclass of best approximations
I
is given by Theorem 1.3. Next, we give a furt her result of this type. We define the set
SU1(Sm,.) = {f E Gla, bl I f h•• a strongly Jniqne best approximation
. Sj from Sm,k and [SI E S:n,k}',
I
The interiar of a set is briefly denoted by int.
Theorem 1.4 For m ~ 2 the following statements are equivalent:
(ii) There exists a function Sj E Sm(Xt:::~k) such that,AU - Sj)l[a,b] ~ 2k + m + 2 and
AU - sI)I[xp,xp+q+d < 2q +m + 2 for every interv11 [xp,xp+q+1]~(a,b], q ~ O.
Proof. (ü)=}(i). Suppose that (ii) holds, but (i) fails. Silee (ü) holds, a simple computation
shows that the condition in Theorem 1.3 is satisfied, ILe. Sj is a strongly unique best
approximation of f from Sm,.- Sinee (i) fails, thexe exifts a seqnenee (jn) in G[a,b] such
that for all n, In rt. SU1(Sm,k)' It follows from Sehumaker [21] that for each n, there exists a
spline Sn E PSm,kUn)nC(a,b]. Sinee by Nürnberger [17] tlhe metric projection PSm,k is upper
9
semicontinuous at fand PSm,k (f) = {sI}, we have Sn l SI' We denote by Xl < .. , < X k
(respectively Xl,n :S ..• :S Xk,n) the knots of SI (respectively Sn)'
Since Sn - SI, it follows that
Xi,n-Xi , i= 1,... ,k.
Let a natural number n be given. Sinen s. E Ps_,.(f.), ij follows from Braess [31 tbat tbere
exists an interval[xpn,n,Xpn+qn+l,n] C [a,b], qn ~ 0, such ~hat
I
A(fn - sn)l[xpn,n,xpn+qn+l,n] ~ m + 2qn + 2 , (12)
where XO,n = a and Xk+l,n = b.
By going to a subsequence, we may assume that for an n, Pn = P and qn = q.
Case 1. [Xp,n, Xp+q+t,n] :j:. [a, b]
By taking limits, it follows from (12) that
which contradicts (ii).
Case 2. [xp,n, Xp+q+t,n] = [a, b]
In this case,
A(fn - sn)l[a,b] ~ m + 2k t 2.
i
We denote by
a < Yl,n :S •.• :S Y2k,n <!b
I
I
the knots of Sn counting each knot twice and choose arbitrary points
(13)
Y-m,n < ... < Y-l,n < YO,n!= a
i
and II
b = Y2k+t,n < Y2k+2,n < ... < Y~k+m+t,n .
Since Sn is not a strongly unique best approximation of fJ from Sm,k, it follows from Theorem
1.3 tbat tbere exists (Yi.,., Yi.+m+j.,') C (Y-m,., 1I2,+m+1".)' j '"1, sucb tbat
A(fn - Sn)I(Yin,n'Yin+m+in,n)< J + 1. (14)
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Again by going to a subsequence, we may assume that for all n, in = i and jn = j. A simple
computation shows that by (13) and (14),
or
A(Jn - Sn)I[a'Yi,n] ~ m + (i - 1) + 2 (15)
(16)
There exist indices Il and v such that Yi,n = Xp.,n and Yi+m+i,n = XI/,n. Since the knots Yi,n
I
are double knots, it fol1ows from (15) and (16) that
A(Jn - sn)I[a,xj>,n] ~ m + 2(1l + 1) + 2
or
A(Jn - sn)I[x",n,b] ~ m + 2(k - v) + 2.
By taking limits, it fol1ows that
or
A(J - sI )I[x",b] ~ m + 2(k - v) + 2
which contradicts (ii).
(i)=>(ii). Suppose that (i) hold, but (ii) fails. Since f E SU1(Sm,k), it fol1ows from
Theorem 1.3 that for the strongly uruque approximation fi E Sm,k of f we have
AU - sI )1[.,,] 2: m + 2k 12. (17)
Since (ü) fails, there exists an interval [xp, xp+q+I]~[a, b] kuch that
IAU - sI )1[%"%"0+'] 2: 2q +T + 2. (18)
Then we may choose m + 2k + 2 ~ternating extreme pOI~ts a $ t1 < ... < tm+2k+2 $ b of
f - sI such that [xp, Xp+q+1] contams at least m + 2q +2 pomts from M := {tl, ... , tm+2k+2}.
We will show that there exists a sequence (Jn) in C[a, b] lonverging to f such that for all n,
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Let (Vn) be a neighborhood basis of M. For each n, there exists a function hn E C[a, b] such
that
1 , if tE M
1
1 - - , if tE [a, b]\ Vnn
and
1
1 - - < hn(t) < 1 , if t E Vn\M .
Moreover, for each n,we set In: hn(f - Si) + Si' ThJ the sequence (fn) has the desired
property. Now, it follows from Schumaker [21] that Si J PSm,lc(fn) for all n. Moreover by
the choice of the points t1, ... ,tm+2k+2 we have
or
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 1.3 that for all n, si is not a strongly unique best
approximation of In from Sm,k' This proves Theorem 1.4.
Condition (ö) in Theorem 1.3 w,," developed by SJnmaker [21J, and it w,," shown by
I
several authors (Schumaker [21], Arndt [1], Schaback [20]) that this condition implies that
I
si is a unique respectively strongly unique best approxi~ation of I from Sm,k' A dass of
I
I
functions which satisfy this condition are functions I E Cm+l[a,b] with I(m+l)(t) # 0 for all
I
tE (a,b). (see Johnson [8], Schumaker [21), Braess [3), S~haback [20]).
By applying Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 we obtain:a density result on the relationship
I




U1(Sm,k) = {I E C(a, b] I I has a uniquei
best approximation sJ fromISm., and sJ E S~.,}.
Theorem 1.5 For m ~ 2, SU'(Sm.') is a dense subsei rU'(Sm.')' .
Prool: Let a function I E U1(Sm,k) be given. We w4 show that there exists a sequence
(fn) in SU1(Sm,k) which converges to f. Let si E Sm ('rt::::~Ic)\Sm,k-1 be the unique best
12
. 1
approximation of I from Sm,k' By using the notation of Theorem 1.1, it follows from this
re,ult that lar every interval [y" Yi+m+j Je [Y-m, Y2k+m+ J, j?' 1, we have
,
A(f - sf )I[Y"Yi+m+j] 2: j !t 1. (19)
We set
z = {Zll ... , zp} = {XI.' .. , Xk} (1l E(f - S f) .
Let (Vn) be an open neighborhood basis of Z. For each l,we define
_ { sgn(f(t) - sf(t)) .111 - sfll , ift E Vn
hn(t) - i
I(t)-sf(t) I, iftE[a,b]\Vn
and extend hn linearly on Vn-1 \ Vn' Then the sequenc~ (hn) C C(a,b] converges to 1- sf
whi.C~ .implies that In = hn + Sf conver~es to I. MOl1lieover,it follows from (19). and the
defmItIOn of In - sf = hn that for every mterval (Yi,Yit+m+i) C (Y-m,Y2k+m+l), J 2: 1, we
have
A(fn - sf )1(Y"Y,+m+j) 2: j + 1.
I
Then by Theorem 1.3, (fn) C SU1(Sm,k)' This proves iheorem 1.5.
I
2. The Structure of NonlinearSets I
In h. . . . t h f li I. "h ..t lS sectIon we mvestIga e t e structure 0 non near sets m connectIOn W1t strong UnIClty
and give applications to splines with free knots and ratilnal functions.
We denote by C(T) the space of all continuous realJalued functions on a compact space
T, endowed with the uniform norm IIhli = sup Ih(t)l. Let V be an open sub set of !RN.
tET
Moreover, let A : V -+ C(T) be given such that the ma~ping
(I, x) ~ (8A~:;(t), __, 8~~;(t)) I (I,x) E T x V,
is continuous, and let G = A(V). For 9 = A(x) E G, we denote by
_ {ÖA(X) ,ÖA(X)}
TG(x) = span a;;-'"'' I öX
N
the tangent space of g. We consider best uniform apploximation of functions in C(T) by
elements of G. A function 9f E G is called stronglJ unique best approximation of
I E C(T) from G if there exists a constant Kf > 0 such that for all 9 E G,







Moreover,91 is eaJIedstrongly nnique loeal best aplroximation of / from G if there
exists e > 0 and K j,e > 0 sueh that for all I
gE U(gj,e) = {g E G Illg - g~1I~ e},
I
11I - gll ~ 111 - gjll + Kj,ellg - gfll.
(20)
14
1I/p.- gll ~ 111 - gll - 111 - 1p.1I
and dim TG(xf) = N.
equivalent:
J.L ~ O.
We now introduee the notation of a sun for strong unicity.
!
Definition 2.1 A subset G 01 G is called a sun lor t~ strong unicity il each I E C(T)
I
satislies the lollowing property: il 9f E G is a strongly u~ique best approximation 01 I lrom
I
G, then 9f is a strongly unique best approximation ollÄ = 9f + J.L(f - 9f) lrom G lor all
i
Next, we give a eharaeterization of suns for strong unicity.
I
- I -Theorem 2.2 Let G be a subset olG such that dimT@(xf) = N, ilgf = A(xj) E G is




(i) G is a sun lor strong unicity. I
- I(ii) For every I E C(T), 9f EG is a strongly unique be~t approximation 01 I lrom G, il gf
I
is a strongly unique local best approximation 01 I IT0m G.
(iii) For every / E C(T), 91 ~ A (x 1) E G is a strong/YUliqUe best approximation 0/ / from
!






Prool. (i)=*(ii). Suppose that (i) holds and let 9f E G be a strongly unique loeal best
I





111- gll ~ 111- gfll + Kf,ellg ~ gfll-
,
j
First, we shows that for all J.L with 0 ~ J.L ~ 1, 9f is a strongly unique loeal best approximation
, !
of Ip. = 9f + J.L(f - 9f) from G. i
I
Let 9 E U(gf,e) be given. Then by (20) arid 0 ~ J.L ~ 1, itl follows that
I
I
> 111 - 9fll + Kftt .119 - 9fll-1I1 - IIlII
= 111- 9fll- (1 - JL)II! - 9fll + Kftt .119 - 9fll
I= IIIIl - 9fll + Kftt .119 - 9fll. (21)
Next, we show that for aJl J.l with 0 ~ J.l ~ min { -111~J,I}, gl is a strongly unique best
approximation of f. !rom G . I
Let JLas above be given. If 9 E G\U(9j,€), then I
I
IIIIl - 911 > 119- 9fll- 11/1l - 9fll 11
1 1> -. € + - .119 - 9fll- JLIII - 9fll
2 2 1 I
> 2JLIII - 9fll +12 .119 -'fll- JLIII - 9fll
= JLIII - 9fll + f .119 - 9flll
. = II/Il - 9fll + 2 .119 - 9fll. (22)
Hwe set KI = min {KI, •• H, then it follows from (21) Jd (22) that for aJl gE G,
(23)
It follows from (23) and (i) that 9f is a strongly unique best approximation of I = 9f +
~(J1l - 9f) from G. This shows £hat (i)=:>{ii).
(ii)=:>(iii). Suppose that (ii) holds. We first note that by Satz 4.2.2 in Hettich & Zencke [7]'
I
- I
9f = A( x f) E G is a strongly unique local best approxim~tion with respect to the parameter
I
of I E C(T) (i.e. there exist € > 0 and Kftt > 0 such that!for all xE U(xf,€), 111- A(x)lI2::
111 - A(xf)1I + Kf,tllx - xfll) if and only if dim TG(xf) ~ N and 0 is a strongly unique best
approximation of I - 9f from TG(xf).
Moreover, since A : V ~ C(T) is FrEkhet differentable, it fbllows from the mean value theorem
and the inverse function theorem that if dirn TG( x f) = N, then 9f is strongly unique local
best approximation of I from G if and only if 9 f is a strongly unique local best approximation
I
I
with respect to the parameter of I from G. By using th~se statements and oUf assumption,
I
it is easy to see that (ii)=:>(iii). ' I
(iii)=:>(i). Suppose that (iii) holds and let 9f = A(X~) E G be a strongly unique best
approximation of I E C(T) from G. Then it follows frdm (iii) that 0 is a strongly unique
best approximation of III - 9f = JL(J - 9f) from TG(xf) ~or all JL2:: 0 and dimTG(xf) = N.
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We note that in [14], statement (iii) in Theorem 2.2 ~as formulated ineorreetly, sinee the
I
eondition that dim TG(x J) = N was omitted. i
j
Remark 2.3 The proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that the ibplieation (i)~(ii) of Theorem 2.2
I
holds for arbitrary sets G in a normed linear spaee. I
I
By using Theorem 1.11 on p. 55 in Braess [4]' it foilqws from the proof of Theorem 2.2
I
that Theorem 2.2 holds for C1-manifolds Gin a normed li~ear spaee by replacing the tangent
i
spaee by the tangent cone and omitting the assumption!s on the dimension of the tangent
Ispaees.
It is weil known that if we replaee in the statements o~Theorem 2.2 strongly unique best
I
approximations by best approximations and if we omit tlie assumptions on the dimension of
I
I
the tangent spaees, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent, but (i) and (iii) are not equivalent (see
Braess [4]).
i
Examples 2.4 It foilows from Theorem 1.3 in this paper land the eharacterization of strongly
I
unique best spline approximations with fixed knots in N~rnberger [12] (see also Nürnberger
! .
et al. [18]) that (iii) in Theorem 2.2 holds for G = S'fn,k a4d G = Sm,k' (The tangent spaee of
I
a spline in S'fn,k is Sm (X~:::::~k) .) Therefore, by Theorem f.2, S'fn.k is a sun for strong unicity.
I
On the other hand, it is weil known that S'fn,k is not a sujn (see e.g. Braess [4]).
I
A furt her prototype of a sun for strong uni city is the! set G = Rp,q of rational funetions.
i
This foilows from the weil-known alternation eharacterization of strongly unique best rational
I
approximations. Moreover, G = Rp,q is also a sun (see e.~. Braess [3] and Meinardus [10]).
I -
In addition, it foilows from Theorem 3 in Barrar & Lgeb [2] that the subset G of normal
I
functions (i.e. funetions whose tangent spaee has maxi~al dimension) of a set G satisfying
i
the Ioeal and global Haar eondition is a sun for strong UIüeity. Moreover, the set Gis also a
I
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